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DEDICATION 

 

This booklet was published on December 5 2013.   

 

The day Nelson Mandela died. 

 

Nelson Mandela epitomised the philosophy of this book being - 

Seeing it big, keeping it simple, making it fun, know where you are going 

and putting dreams into action to make it happen. 

 

In 1996, I earned the opportunity to represent my country at the World 

Championship of Public Speaking in the USA. My speech at the event was 

entitled “Against all Odds” - the life story of Nelson Mandela’s struggle 

against apartheid and how he saw the future and made it happen. 

 

Although I never met the great man , I will forever remember his ability to 

forgive and live his dreams. 

 

Rest in peace and may your legacy live on Madiba. 

 

Adolph Kaestner 
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CALLING A SPADE A SHOVEL 
 
Thank you for accepting this short book as a gift from me or if you bought 
it then thank you for doing so. If it was passed on to you by someone else 
then please thank them from me. 
 
The purpose of this book is threefold:- 
 
1 – To share with you information and ideas on being your best and 

achieving greatness in your personal and business endeavours.  
 
2 – To introduce you to my Personal Development Practitioner business 

and see if there is any way I may be of assistance to you, your family, 
friends and your team. 

 
3 – To introduce you to the others areas of my business that may be of 

interest or use to you, and your acquaintances 
 
I am primarily known as a solutions thinker and finder. With this in mind I 
will always ask what may seem to be too many questions so as to 
understand your needs. I don’t just suggest readymade out the box 
solutions or interventions. 
 
I am also known as a straight talker. A very good friend of mine once told 
me that I sometimes come across as a front-end loader. Some people do 
not like this direct approach and get offended, but I find that most people 
love to hear the truth or my opinion directly rather than something that is 
wrapped up in cotton wool. 
 
So please enjoy these extracts from my Personal Development Practitioner 
interventions workshop, See Your Future – Make It Happen. I trust that 
you will find them helpful and if so, I look forward to working with you on a 
more comprehensive basis into the future. 
 
Adolph
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Mentors Guidelines 
 

one 
 So You Want To Be GREAT? 
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I meet so many people who believe they should be the Next Guru in 

whatever fields they choose to be. They just want to be the best and the 

greatest and often have the illusion that they actually are, even when they 

are clearly not,  on the drawing board yet. 

There is nothing wrong with dreaming about being the best. In fact the 

first key to this Personal Development Plan that I will be asking you to 

adopt starts with your dreams. The Trick is to dream it, to make a note of 

it and to constantly remind yourself of your dream – and for that reason 

part of the process is developing a Dream Board and then keeping it up to 

date. 

Once you dream the dream and can see it then you can plan how you are 

going to get there.  

But Beware - it won’t just happen because you dreamt it!   

Believe me that expecting it to just happen is hoping and in the chapter 

that follows I will explain why hoping is an utter waste of time. 

You also need to understand the concept of GREAT. What does it mean 

and how is it measured? To understand Great we first need to understand 

Good. 

In the many workshops I have run, I always ask the audience what they 

understand by the word GOOD.  I marvel at the different standards people 

set for themselves and what they regard as Good.  

The answers range from doing something 70% to maybe 80% all of the 

time. For operating at that level of efficiency, they believe they deserve an 

annual increase and even a bonus and for the truly disillusioned few even a 

promotion. 
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So let me give you my definition of Good. 

“Good is doing everything that is expected of you, in the time frames 

specified, with a minimal amount of Supervision and a negligible error rate. 

It is 100% of what you agreed or contracted to do”. Here is the kicker – for 

achieving this level, you get a thank you and you can continue with 

whatever it is you are doing. i.e. You can keep your job. 

Great is not good, Great is Not 100%, Great is more – A Whole Lot More!. 

To be GREAT is the minimum you should be striving for. To do this you 

need to understand yourself first, if you don’t understand yourself, getting 

there is tough. 

Below is a typical example of a Dream Board (Figure 01) - This is my latest 

version. I constantly update and create new ones as I complete most of 

the Dream on the previous versions. It is in my face in my office so that I 

am constantly reminded of my dreams. It keeps me focussed on what I 

want and what needs to be done. 

As you can see I have achieved several of the items on this version of my 
dream board – there are still some to be accomplished and there is always 
space for more – that’s the question mark. 

Don’t delay in creating your own Dream Board – it will help you (in fact it’s 
the only sure fire way) achieve your dreams. 
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Figure 01 : Adolph Kaestner’s Dreamboard 
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Mentors Guidelines 
 

two 
 Hoping is a Waste of Time! 
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“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow.”  

This is a quote by Albert Einstein – sounds great doesn’t it? Pretty much 

the same as you hear from most preachers “Where there is Hope there is 

Life!!” and “Faith, Hope and Charity”. 

They all sound great, makes one feel good and makes one believe that 

things will be better tomorrow ...... doesn’t it? But is HOPE worth anything 

or just a pure waste of time, effort and energy? 

I know of several people who started their businesses:- 

Hoping that their dreams would come true 

Hoping that their product or services will always be in demand 

Hoping they will make their sales targets 

Hoping that their suppliers will deliver on time 

Hoping that that they get that tender deal 

Hoping that ………….. 

One just has to look at the lines at the Lotto tills on Wednesdays and 

Saturdays and see how many people are “HOPING their ticket will win the 

Lotto” 

I believe that HOPE and HOPING for things is one of the reasons why 

people seldom achieve their dreams, seldom succeed at their endeavours, 

seldom realise their full potential and continue to live their lives in HOPE for 

something smarter and better -------- BUT more often than not end up 

dying – having hoped their lives away! 

HOPE is, in my opinion, a great friend of the people that don’t want to get 

off their backsides and do something about their futures and their lives. 
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HOPE in itself is a futile waste of energy and only lulls one into a false state 

of security and belief that somehow, somewhere there will appear a Fairy 

Godmother or Godfather and just make things happen – IF WE HOPE 

ENOUGH! 

The truth of the matter is that if we do not get going then nothing will get 

done. We all know people that walk around and tell us they are HOPING 

that this and that will happen so that they can live the lives they dream of. 

The only route to success and achievement is through ACTION and 

IMPLEMENTATION. If one reads the lives of any of the successful icons like 

Bill Gates, Richard Branson, Oprah Winfrey, Steve Jobs, Nelson Mandela, 

Mother Teresa and the like --we always hear them say that No amount of 

Hoping, No amount of Strategising and Planning and Organising and 

Delegating and Marketing on their own will lead to success. It needs more 

than that. 

The Key to all of the above turning into something is Action, 

Implementation and Performance. .............Certainly NOT HOPING! 

In South Africa in particular, we have a rather sick ”entitlement”,  “hand 

out”, “you owe me” and “minimalistic” mentality. Most people want things 

handed to them on a plate and they believe they need to do the absolute 

minimum to get whatever they want. The faster they can get it without 

doing the time and sweating the hard stuff, the better. 

So I want to leave you with the message that whilst HOPE is good for the 

soul, helps to make one feel better and gives us that warm fuzzy feeling – 

if you want to achieve your dreams, be successful, have a thriving 

business, be a leader and a person others will look up to and be satisfied 

by the life you lead, then you need to do a lot less HOPING and a lot more 

ACTION and IMPLEMENTATION in the right direction.  
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I submit to you that the word HOPE should be replaced by the word HELP 

• Help yourself learn something new every day 

• Help yourself understand your business better 

• Help your staff to be excellent at what they do 

• Help your customers by providing solutions to their real needs 

• Help your business to deliver – always and on-time and in-budget  

• Help yourself adjust and adapt to the curve balls that will come 

your way  

• Help yourself find the positive rather than the negative 

• Help others achieve their goals and you will achieve yours 

• Help ………… 

 

Yes, Help YOURSELF !! 
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Mentors Guidelines 
 

three 
 Know and understand your gaps. 
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In all good planning and strategy sessions two of the keys are to conduct 

both a SWOT (Strengths Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) as well 

as a Gap Analysis of the issues at hand. 

To Achieve Personal Excellence to be Great, you need to look at several 

issues relating to your life and the elements in it. 

I encourage you to do so by first of all drawing on an A3 sheet of paper - 

yes with crayons – have some fun ;-) – your life as you see it right now. 

Then look at the elements you have drawn – what the issues are and what 

the dreams are …. This is the storyboard of your life. 

After doing that I encourage you to write down all the issues in your life 

that are bugging you – no matter how big and how small. In all aspects of 

your life all the people who bug you, what you hate, what you detest - no 

holds barred - get it all on paper – don’t think about it – just get it on 

paper and out of your system. 

Now here is an important reality – You cannot do anything about what has 

happened in the past – you cannot change one thing no matter how big or 

small. It has happened and cannot be undone. Now please take the paper 

you have just written on and burn it – yes get rid of it - as you must not 

carry on carrying that baggage around with you. All it will do is destroy 

you. 

You need to start looking at where you are right now and then where you 

want to be. You need to understand what you want to achieve and what 

legacy you will leave behind when you eventually depart this world.  This is 

not something most people like thinking and deliberating about. It certainly 

is uncomfortable but if you do not know and face up to this then you will 

not be able to take the next steps necessary to achieve your own personal 

excellence. 
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This is like writing your own Eulogy of what you would like people to say at 

your funeral. – It’s not what you want them to say you should have done, 

but what you actually achieved.  

Only by knowing, where you are now and where you want to be in the 

future – ie. THE GAP, can you start looking at what you need to do to get 

there. 

 
 
But there is not just one GAP there are in fact 12. 

For each of the following 12 elements (in no specific order of importance) 

that make up our lives, we need to ask the same questions:-  

 

 Life’s Key Areas Where am I now? Where do I want to be? 

1 Mental /Attitude   

2 Spiritual    

3 Physical    

4 Financial    

5 Family    

6 Social     

Figure 02 : The Gap 
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7 Charity        

8 Work   

9 Talents     

10 Fun    

11 Love     

12 Education    

 
Only when you understand what each of these elements are and mean can 

you plot your current PLP (Personal Life Plan) Map and then measure this 

every 6 months to monitor your progress. 

 Mental Health Spirit Money Family Social Charity Work Talent Fun Learn Love 

10             

9             

8             

7             

6             

5             

4             

3             

2             

1             

 

Figure 03 : 12 Element 

Figure 04 : My PLP Map 
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Mentors Guidelines 
 

four 
 Action Steps 
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As discussed earlier, no amount of hoping is ever going to achieve 

anything. The only thing that will make things happen, make dreams come 

true, make you what you want to be and want to achieve is Action and 

Implementation. 

So let’s look at what you need to do once we have determined the GAPS in 

the 12 elements of your life. For each element you need to develop a 

Written ACTION PLAN and each action plan must have the following 

questions in it :- 

The Individual Element  ……. let’s say Mental Attitude 

• The Reason Why you must achieve this goal is? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

The Dream – What you want in this area of your life – Be specific – it may 

be more than just one thing 

• Measure of Success – When will you know that you have achieved a 

desired level of Success?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

• Actions that need to be taken to achieve this? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

• Time Frames – When will you start and when do you to have 

achieved this level of success. Actual dates not generalities? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

• Resources  I will need or must get to achieve this? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

• What must I STOP Doing that I am doing right now? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

• What must I START Doing that I am not doing right now? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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• My Mentors to help me achieve this will be?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

• Review Dates with my mentors are? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Note: You will achieve nothing if you do not follow this step – if 

you only think it and don’t reduce it to writing and follow the 

steps listed above, then you are merely hoping it will happen and 

we have already discussed that Hoping is a waste of time.
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Mentors Guidelines 
 

five 
 It depends on you! 
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On my 21st birthday (many years ago now) my uncle gave the usual 

coming of age speech. 

 In closing the usual “what a good boy Adolph was” (not true as I was a 

real naughty (lively) kid) and now is becoming a man, etc. he handed me a 

small mirror that cost a few cents as my birthday gift. Pretty measly I 

thought at the time.  

BUT then he gave me the real gift, the philosophy that I have carried with 

me my whole life.  

He asked me to look in the Mirror and at the person I saw in the mirror and 

said – “Remember whatever you dream, whatever you want, whatever you 

want to achieve, whoever you wish to be – IT Depends on YOU and 

nobody else.”  

Ludie Kaestner  

I cannot give anyone sounder advice than this. Every time I have waited 

for someone else to wave a magic wand over my world and make things 

right – it has never happened. 

Only when I looked in the mirror and had a chat to myself and got off my 

backside and developed an action plan to get what I wanted did it ever 

happen. 

Don’t get me wrong - I have not always done it on my own – I have had 

mentors who could help me keep on track. I advocate that we should all 

have several mentors for the different elements in our live (not one person 

knows everything) and together with your dedicated focus and efforts, you 

can achieve the dreams you have. 
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The other bit of advice I suggest to people I work with is – “Never ask for 

permission – just do it – and if it goes slightly wrong then ask for 

forgiveness.” The minute you ask for permission and acceptance of your 

ideas the risk averse people you have all around you will find every reason 

for you not to do it and will put the brakes on your ideas.  

My wish for you is that you will follow these guidelines and determine what 

and where you want to be. Once you have done this and once you can 

score 8 out of 10 on all the elements in your PLP Map then you will be well 

on your way to being great in all that you tackle in life. 

Always remember these wise words from Albert Einstein 

“If you want a different result - You have to do something differently!”
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What to do next 
 

six 
 Taking this to a higher level 
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As mentioned in this booklet, the guidelines shared should enable you to 

get to grips with the principles of my Personal Development Practitioner 

methodologies. 

If you want to engage me to do more for you in this field, I offer the 

following:- 

Keynote Speech 

This is generally a 90 Minute Keynote presentation dealing with the main 

elements of the concept of Seeing Your Future and Making It Happen.   

In this presentation, the audience each receive a hand-out that they can 

make notes on and then start the process on their own. 

This is ideally suited to a Conference or business breakaway meeting where 

you want to inspire teams of people to get an “injection” of energy and see 

things from a different perspective. 

Half Day Workshop 

This is a much fuller workshop than the presentation above and here we 

work through all the elements in detail – complete the PLP Maps and have 

a full understanding of the steps one needs to get the maximum benefit 

from the concepts learnt. 

Full Day Workshop 

This is obviously the most beneficial of the 3 options and the key difference 

is that we have more time to interact and share stories of and with the 

delegates. 
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At the end of this One-Day workshop all delegates will also leave with an 

Individualised Workbook and Plans on every element  as well as action 

plans and lists of personal mentors to assist them achieving their dreams 

and so Achieving Personal Excellence. 

Please feel free to call me so that we can work out how I can assist you. 

 

I look forward to working with you.
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“A lot of soul searching and reflections on my life and my career path and 

gave me a direction of my way forward.” 

Elizabeth Nashima,  

Ministry of Justice, Namibia 

“This event has opened my eyes on how to live my life effectively and to 

the fullest both privately and professionally. I now know my weaknesses 

and strengths.” 

Georgina S. Mazumdar,  

Mukuba Pension Trustee, Zambia 

“Inspirational – Makes me want to achieve more in my life- thanks!” 

Hazel Koen 

Minova RSA 

“Wonderfully Excellent - this session made me think and think again.” 

P Willemse 

Minova RSA 

“I love the energy and humour you put into it!” 

Frick Schoeman 

RCP Media 

“You certainly have a gift for inspiring people to explore new ways of doing 

things and your dynamic style of presentation keeps the audience 

spellbound from start to finish!” 

David Varrie 

KZN 
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“You couldn’t have come at a better time and I’m very grateful that our 

paths crossed. I’m at a cross road and now I know which direction to take 

because it really is up to me.” 

Ashanti 

FNB 

“I really enjoyed this session and really wish our company would let you do 

this to all staff and not just the leaders.” 

Rose Carter 

FNB 

“I really enjoyed every moment of the day. I was blank, stressed, thinking 

I’m a failure but after the end of this course everything has changed – 

Thank you for changing my life.” 

Maria ChaukeMaria Chauke 

Johannesburg
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Other works by the Author 

 
Books,	  CD’s,	  DVD,s	  and	  Workshops	  
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MENTOR’S GUIDE MINI-BOOKLETS  

• See Your Future – Make It Happen 
• Keynote Speeches to Motivate and Inspire your teams and 

audiences 
• 13 Tips to Great Speech Making and Presentations 
• The 11 Must Do’s for Successful Business Presentations 
• Becoming a Professional Speaker 
• Speaking and Presenting for Success 

 

CDs / DVDs 

• These are currently in production 

 

KEYNOTE SPEECHES 

• The Choice is Yours 
• Me the Flea 
• The Edge 
• See your Future – Make It Happen 
• Change  
• Service Delivery – Dialogue 
• Dolphin Magic  

 

SPEAKING AND PRESENTATION SKILLS WORKSHOPS 

• Present for Success – Phases 1,2 and 3 
• Present for Success Master Class 
• Management & Leadership Workshops 
• The 15 Qs of Leadership 
• Your Changing Environment 

 

MENTORING PROGRAMMES 

• One-on-one mentoring 
• Speakers Mentor – How to become a Professional Speaker. 
• Establishing mentoring programmes in your business 
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Contact the Author 

 
Let’s	  Chat	  and	  see	  how	  I	  can	  help	  you	  
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I am based in and travel out of Johannesburg Metro, South Africa. 

I travel and present anywhere in the world as long as we can agree on a 
win-win deal for both parties. 

 

Telephone  +27 (0) 11 679 3145 

Mobile    +27 (0) 82 493 9093 

e-Mail   adolph@adolph.co.za 

Skype    adolphk 

Web   www.adolph.co.za 

Blog   http://www.adolph.co.za/blog 

Linked In  http://www.linkedin.com/in/adolph  

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/adolph.kaestner  

Twitter  @adolphkaestner 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/user/adolphkaestner  

SlideShare  http://www.slideshare.net/adolphkaestner  

 

Postal Address 
P O Box 6039,  
Weltevreden Park 
1715 
South Africa 

Physical Address 
57 Amarant Street 
Weltevreden Park 
Johannesburg Metro 
1709 
South Africa
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NOTES 



Adolph Kaestner is a Professional Motivational Speaker, Personal Development Practitioner, Trainer, Author and Mentor. 

Adolph has been Mentoring and helping people excel at what they are doing since 1983.  His “magic” is helping them get 
to grips with who they are, what they want, what their talents are and how to use these and acquire new skills to achieve 
whatever they aspire to.

Adolph started speaking and training professionally in 1992. First on a part time basis then full time since 2002.

With more than 38 years of business and life experience and 2 000 ++ speeches and learning interventions under his belt, 
Adolph is eminently quali�ed to help other people excel.

Adolph is a consummate Giver which makes him a born mentor.

What separates him from most other people is that he gives his time, expertise, energy and knowledge freely and 
comprehensively.  

His stated mantra is to  give the “Have to knows” , the “Good to knows” and the “Nice to knows” always!

He cites his greatest achievements as those in which the people he has mentored or trained exceed his own personal 
milestones and accomplishments.

HIS QUALIFICATIONS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS INCLUDE:

• CAIB (SA) – Certified Associate of the Institute of Bankers
• International Banking School Diploma - SMU – Dallas, Texas

• Distinguished Toastmaster  and  Advanced Communicator Gold – 
Toastmasters International

• Attended 32+ Business Related Courses and Workshops as part of 
Personal Development Plan 

• On-going Life Long Learning Philosophy –“ Learn something new every 
day before you go to sleep”

SPEAKER RELATED ACCOLADES AND AWARDS

• School and SA Navy Speaking Champion 1968 & 69
• Southern Africa Public Speaking Champion 1996 –    

Represented SA at the World Champs in USA 
• Past District Governor – Toastmasters Southern Africa -  Select 

Distinguished District #7 Worldwide (1988/89)
• Most Decorated Southern African Toastmasters in the past 43 years for 

excellence in Speaking and Leadership
• Past President  – PSASA –Professional Speakers Association of Southern 

Africa (2012/13)
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